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Abstract 
The study of relaxat~on behav~or of spins In NMR has been an ~nvaluable tool as ~t provides 
mformat~on about the structure and dynamics of the molecule Whenever there are more than 
one mechan~sm for the relaxation of a spin, there can be cross terms between these mechan~sms 
and are known as cross correlat~ons The major sources of relaxat~on In the case of l ~ q u ~ d s  
rnvolv~ng spln 112 n ucle~ are D~pole-D~pole(DD) and Chem ~cal  Sh ~ f t  Anisotropy(CSA) ~nteract~ons 
There are cross terms between these mechan~sms as well as between d~fferent d~polar lnteractrons 
or between d~fferent CSA lnteract~ons These cross terms are man~fested both in long~tud~nal 
relaxation, lncludrng Nuclear Overhauser Effect(N0E) and In transverse relaxation In long~tudinal 
relaxat~on, the major effect of these cross terms IS differentla1 longrtudrnal relaxation and NOE 
of varlous transitions of a spln Similarly, the effect of these In transverse relaxation IS to  cause 
d~fferences In the transverse relaxat~on rates of varlous trans~tions of a sprn A second order effect 
IS the net effect in both the above relaxatron In vlew of major efforts made rn determmat~on 
of structure of b~omolecules by modern NMR methods, reexamlnatlon of cross correlat~ons has 
gamed Importance T h ~ s  t h e m  lnvestrgates the effect of cross correlations In long~tud~nal nd 
transverse relaxation of coupled spin systems 
The flrst chapter descrrbes the general mtroductron to N MR and to the theory of relaxation 
In lrqu~ds Chapter 2 deals w ~ t h  the observat~on of Drpole-CSA cross correlations in long~tudinal 
relaxatron of carbon-13 rn several l iqu~d crystal molecules just above the phase transrtron rnto 
lrqu~d state, using heteronuclear doublequantum filtered lnverslon recovery experrment Srnce 
the CSA is proportronal t o  the magnet~c field Bo, experiments have been carr~ed out at two h~gh 
magnetic fields namely 9 4T and 14 1T corresponding to the proton resonance frequencies of 400 
MHz and 600 MHz respectively 
Chapter 3 discusses the effect of cross correlations and strong couplrng in transverse relax- 
ation of coupled spin systems The mfluence of dipole-CSA, CSA-CSA and dipole-dipole cross 
correlations on the transverse relaxation rates of various single and multrple quantum coherences 
have been calculated for the following spin systems (a) Homonuclear strongly coupled two spin 
system- AB, b) Heteronuclear weakly coupled three spin system-AMX and (c) Homonuclear 
strongly coupled three spin system-ABX The results are presented in a matrrx notatron which 
clearly separates the contribution of auto and cross correlation spectral densities as well as the 
contribution of weak coupling and strong couplrng to the relaxation rates It is found that, In the 
strong couplrng situation all the coherences between mixed eigenstates have unequal relaxation 
rates even in the absence of cross correlations In the weak coupling coupling limit, cross correla- 
tions show up as a drfferentral effect t o  the rates of single quantum coherence and the double and 
zero quantum coherence taken together Transverse relaxation rate of highest order of coherence 
rn a given spin system is free from strong couplrng but has contributions from cross correlatrons 
Chapter 4 discusses the role of remote cross correlations on the transverse relaxation of 
single and m ultiple quantum coherences of homonuclear AX, AMX and AMKX spin systems 
Cross correlatrons which do not explicitly depend on the distance of other spins from spin or spins 
of interest are termed as "Remote" I t  IS shown that remote cross correlations have a first-order 
contrrbution to the single and multiple quantum linewidths which IS purely a drfferential effect 
and is observable only In the presence of resolved J couplings In the absence of J couplings, 
the differentral first-order contributron cancels and the remote cross correlatrons give rrse to a 
second-order effect which becomes observable only in the presence of direct cross correlations I t  
IS further found that In the absence of J couplings and direct cross correlatrons, the remote terms 
drop out and have no effect on transverse relaxatron 
An investrgatron of excitatron of m ultrple quantum coherences by a srngle non-selective radio 
frequency pulse, under the breakdown of hrgh fieldlhrgh temperature approxrmatrons for strongly 
coupled two spin systems have been cawed out It is found that both zero and double quantum 
coherences can be exc~ted rn case of d~polar coupled spins under the breakdown of h~gh f~eld 
approx~mation alone T h ~ s  work is descrrbed in an Append~x 
